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NEW BABIES BRING BREEDING SUCCESS TO HULL ATTRACTION 

Hull’s award winning submarium The Deep, is welcoming a baby boom in its collection. These 

special youngsters are long anticipated arrivals and will help to further enhance the fantastic bug 

displays on offer. 

The most special arrival was the Mega Mantis babies. Five weeks after the mother laid the egg sack 

(called the ooth), seven babies hatched. At just 1cm long when born, they are quite small, but grow 

up to 15cm in size when fully mature, making them one of the largest species of mantis.  

The Deep is one of only two animal collections in the UK to have successfully bred the Mega Mantis, 

due to the complex nature of this process. The aquarist team are now working alongside Bristol Zoo 

to create a best practice protocol to help enable successful future breeding.  

Second on the list are baby Vinegaroons, which are scorpion like creatures that belong to same 

family as spiders, often known as whip-scorpions. The Deep’s female has been hiding in an 

underground burrow incubating her rather precious eggs for the past month.  

This species is also known to be difficult to breed in captivity so staff were delighted to find her with 

eggs and after a period of quiet, even more pleased to find they had hatched! She is now carrying 

the young, known as ‘phoretic larvae’ on her back. It is not until the first molt, that the larvae will 

look like miniature adults. For now, they are white in colour and will grow slowly, going through 

three molts in three years before reaching adulthood.  

Breeding them is a huge success for The Deep and staff will continue to monitor the mother and her 

babies’ development over the coming weeks. 

Completing the new arrivals are some Milk and Golden Mantella froglets. Both species were found 

to have frog spawn in their displays a number of weeks ago. The spawn hatched into tadpoles which 

had been developing since.  

Milk frogs grow to around 10cm in length whereas the tiny Golden Mantella frogs only reach 2.5cm. 

Milk frogs are native to the Amazon rainforest and are not considered threatened in the wild. 

Golden Mantella are native to Madagascar and are a critically endangered species. 

Katy Duke, Curator at The Deep said:  “We are delighted to see these animals breeding so well, and it 

is a great indicator that they are happy and healthy. It is a real feat to see baby Mega Mantis and 

Vinegaroons as they are both notoriously difficult to breed in captivity. 



 “It is a credit to the aquarists that work here, that the displays they create and manage provide 

naturalistic environments where the animals feel at home. It is down to their hard work, that we are 

able to achieve fantastic successes like these. 

“We hope that by sharing our experience and successes with other zoos and aquariums, we can 

learn from each other and increase breeding in more ‘tricky’ species.”  
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For more information, please contact Becky Leach, Marketing Manager on 01482 381092 or email 

becky.leach@thedeep.co.uk.  
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1. Mega mantis baby 

2. Vinegaroon baby 

3. Golden Mantella froglet 

4. Milk Frog tadpole 
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